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Abstract—Based on a newly introduced zero phase shifter

(ZPS), a 2-D distributed power-combining network is developed

in this paper to provide simultaneous distributed amplification

and power combining. One type of metamaterial, called the com-

posite right/left-handed transmission line, is deployed to design

ZPS with detailed considerations to achieve low loss and wideband

performance. The proposed 2-D distributed power combining

is implemented for one 60-GHz power amplifier (PA) design

by a UMC standard 65-nm CMOS process. Measured results

show that the fabricated PA has 0.39-mm area, 8.3-dB gain,

7.1% power-added efficiency, and 9.7-dBm P1 dB with 16-GHz

bandwidth (44–60 GHz).

Index Terms—Metamaterial, millimeter-wave integrated cir-

cuits, power amplifiers (PAs), power combining, 65-nm CMOS.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE PRIMARY design challenges of CMOS power

amplifiers (PAs) at 60 GHz for high data-rate commu-

nication systems [with 9-GHz bandwidth (BW)] [1]–[7] are

mainly low output power/power-added efficiency (PAE) and

also narrow BW. Although the maximum radiation power

for 60-GHz systems is allowed up to 40 dBm according to

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations

[8], the low supply voltage and breakdown voltage of deeply

scaled CMOS technologies severely limit the achievable output

power for one single transistor with reasonable gain. Lossy

substrate aggravates this problem with limited PAE. On the

other hand, the wide spectrum at the millimeter-wave region

along with large process variation in advanced CMOS tech-

nology calls for a wideband performance. Existing techniques

such as negative feedback and resistive matching are no longer

viable for 60-GHz applications [9]. One recent technique by

shifted matching is proposed in [9]. Although a flat wideband

performance is achieved using this method, the measurement
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shows a low PAE. In conclusion, achieving the power and BW

requirements is a challenge due to low breakdown voltage and

relatively large parasitic capacitance for CMOS devices [9].

Design iterations between PAE and BW have become more and

more complicated, while sufficient power gain and linearity

should still be maintained within a compact layout.

Power combining can improve output power and PAE at

60 GHz [3], [5]. Numerous power-combining techniques

have been published for 60-GHz CMOS applications [3],

[5], [8], [10]–[12]. The most straightforward method is to

use a Wilkinson power divider/combiner, as implemented in

[8]. It has the advantage of easy implementation, low loss,

and good isolation between ports. However, the required

transmission line (T-line) occupies a large area. Two

modified techniques are implemented in [5] and [3]. The first

one merges the power-combining/dividing function into the

existing matching network, which is still bulky in area. The

latter one, on the other hand, uses a 0° power divider instead,

which eliminates the resistor and is much more compact. Its

limitation is the stringent requirement for all signals to have the

same frequency, phase, and amplitude for proper combining.

Another widely explored device for power combining is the

transformer. The distributed active transformer (DAT) has been

proven as an efficient method for power combining [10], [11],

[13]. However, the maximum output power density that can

be achieved by the transformer is still limited due to its 1-D

power-combining nature. New combining methods with novel

concepts, such as the electrical funnel [14], have also been

explored in the millimeter-wave region and beyond, but issues

such as large size and low PAE still remain unresolved.

Wide BW, on the other hand, is usually achieved by dis-

tributed amplification in the millimeter-wave region. One

major limitation for traditional distributed PA is its low PAE.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), each transistor outputs different power;

therefore the transistors cannot be optimized simultaneously

[2]. The power wasted in the resistive terminations further

degrades the efficiency. Both T-line and transistor sizes are

tapered in [2] to realize the maximized output voltage swing at

all distributed stages [see Fig. 1(b)]. Although each transistor

still outputs different power, the same voltage swings are main-

tained due to scaled transistor sizes. However, the large scaling

ratio between transistor stages limits the achievable number of

distributed stages and thus output power. What is more, resis-

tive terminations still consume power and degrade efficiency. A

new distributed amplifier (DA) called the dual-fed distributed

0018-9480/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. DA topologies. (a) Conventional DA. (b) Tapered DA [2]. (c) DFDA
[15]. (d) SEDFDA [17].

amplifier (DFDA) was proposed in [15], which can significantly

improve the PAE limitation for distributed PAs. As shown in

Fig. 1(c), the input signal is split into two paths and fed into

both ends of the gate line. The two outputs from the drain line

are then combined again as the output signal. It has been proven

that when a phase shift of is maintained

between transistors in both gate and drain lines, all transistors

can see the same load, and output the same power [16]. As a

result, they can be optimized simultaneously. Moreover, the

resistive terminations are eliminated in the DFDA, and there

is no additional power wasted. As a result, the PAE limitation

of distributed PAs can be resolved fundamentally. The DFDA

is further developed in [17] as single-ended to eliminate the

need of a hybrid. The resulted topology is shown in Fig. 1(d),

which is called the single-ended dual-fed distributed amplifier

(SEDFDA). Both input and output signals propagate to the

open-circuit ends and are reflected back. Since both forward

and reflected signals add up to each other under certain phase

shift of the T-line, the power gain is further improved.

Note that both the DFDA and SEDFDA require a phase shift

of to be maintained between transistors

in both gate and drain lines. Since zero phase shift is

impossible to be realized by the traditional T-line (which intro-

duces phase shift proportional to the T-line length), a T-line

is used at the printed circuit board (PCB) level to fulfill the

phase-shift requirement, which is, however, too bulky and lossy

for on-chip implementation. One type of metamaterial called the

composite right/left-handed (CRLH) T-line can be used to re-

alize a real zero phase shift, and is implemented for DA design

in [16] and [18] at the PCB level for gigaheretz region appli-

cations. However, at this frequency region, the CRLH T-line is

too bulky and lossy for on-chip implementation in CMOS tech-

nology.

With frequency pushed into the millimeter-wave frequency

region, such as 60 GHz, the lumped capacitor and inductor to

build CRLH T-line structures are more compact and less lossy,

and hence, feasible for on-chip implementation in the CMOS

process. In this paper, the CRLH T-line-based zero phase shifter

(ZPS) is studied for the first time during the on-chip PA de-

sign at 60 GHz. Detailed design considerations are studied for

ZPS to achieve low loss and wideband performance for 60-GHz

PA applications. With the use of a CRLH T-line-based ZPS, a

novel 2-D power-combining topology is introduced by us in

[19], which leverages both serial power combining from an

SEDFDA and parallel power combining from a 0° power com-

biner. With ZPS implemented for the SEDFDA, it can be shown

that both power and BW performance of the PA are improved

with the minimum implementation expense such as area. The

proposed 2-D power combining is implemented for one 60-GHz

PA design using a UMC standard 65-nm CMOS process. Mea-

sured results show that the fabricated PA has 0.39-mm area,

8.3-dB gain, 7.1% PAE, and 9.7-dBm P1 dB with 16-GHz BW

(44–60 GHz).

This paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes the

SEDFDA’s application for an on-chip 60-GHz PA, which de-

fines the design specification for the need of ZPS. Section III

then shows a detailed design of an on-chip CRLH T-line-based

ZPS, which becomes the foundation of the proposed 2-D dis-

tributed power combining in Section IV. Section V provides de-

tailed implementation for both ZPS and the according PA pro-

totype at 60 GHz in a 65-nm CMOS, with measurement results

presented in Section VI. This paper concludes in Section VII.

II. SEDFDA-BASED PA DESIGN

Both the DFDA and SEDFDA have been analyzed in [16] and

[20], but targeted for PCB design at the gigahertz level, where

T-lines are normally assumed ideal. For on-chip PA design at

60 GHz and beyond, T-lines are no longer ideal and the ampli-

fier performance can be greatly affected. In the following, we

present the design analysis background of the SEDFDA, and
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit for SEDFDA.

then show the design implications when considering the non-

ideal T-line targeted for on-chip 60-GHz applications.

A. SEDFDA Performance Analysis Under Ideal T-Line Model

Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit for one -stage SEDFDA.

The upper half is the gate line and the lower half is the drain

line. All parasitic components from transistors can be absorbed

into the T-line model. Resulted T-lines for each section in both

gate and drain paths are then characterized with characteristic

impedance , propagation constant , and physical

length . The input impedance and load impedance are

termed as and Perfect open circuits are assumed for

terminations on both gate and drain lines. The input signal

travels along the gate line, meets open-circuit termination,

and is reflected back again. Forward and backward signals

add up together to form transistor gate voltage (for the

th distributed stage), which controls the corresponding drain

current . Assume , gate voltages for all transistors

can be calculated by directly adding the forward and backward

voltages

(1)

One special property for the DA is that transistor drain

voltage is affected by all transistor drain currents. As-

sume , with a similar method as [16], all drain voltages

for the SEDFDA can be calculated

(2)

where are

The load line impedance for all transistors can then be ob-

tained

(3)

If the same load line impedance can be maintained for all

transistors, their power performance can be optimized simul-

taneously. For a lossless T-line, as in the case for the gigahertz

region applications at the PCB level, it can be achieved bymain-

taining a same phase shift in both gate

and drain lines

when

(4)

where and are the phase constants for T-lines on gate and

drain paths, respectively. In this case, all transistors can be fully

utilized, and efficiency of the whole amplifier depends on that

of each transistor. For example, for class-A amplifier design, the

optimized efficiency can be achieved by implementing

, where and are the maximum

and minimum output voltage for class-A operation and is

the maximum output current [16].

The improvement in efficiency can also be observed through

the improvement in power gain. With (4) is satisfied, the power

gain can be calculated as

Gain (5)

which is 16 times larger than the conventional DAwith the same

number of transistors.

However, for on-chip DA design at 60 GHz and beyond,

T-lines can no longer be assumed as ideal. Large parasitic com-

ponents of the transistor, which are absorbed into the T-line de-

sign, further degrades its performance. Both loss (denoted in

Section II-B) and phase error (denoted in Section II-C) on the

T-line can severely degrade amplifier performance, and there-

fore should be taken into consideration with detailed analysis,

as shown below.

B. Effect of T-Line Loss on SEDFDA

As frequency pushes up into the millimeter-wave region and

the transistor size shrinks down to below 100 nm, and the lossy

substrate, thin metal layer, and strong coupling between them

severely degrades the quality factor of passive components.

What is worse, the large and low- parasitics of transistor,

which are absorbed into the T-line design, can severely degrade

the effective factor of the T-line. For a practical on-chip

amplifier such as PA design at 60 GHz, loss on the T-line must

be taken into consideration.

Recall that (4) and (5) assumed an ideal T-line in both the

gate and drain paths, i.e., , where and

are the attenuation constants for T-lines on the gate and drain

paths, respectively. For the practical on-chip design, and

can no longer be assumed zero and are used to represent the loss

on the T-line. As a result, the conclusion in (5) can be affected.

The impact of T-line loss to the SEDFDA design is further

illustrated by one simulation example. Fig. 3 shows the impact

of T-line loss on SEDFDA power gain. Here, is assumed to

be 20 mS and characteristic impedance on both gate and drain
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Fig. 3. Effect of T-line loss on SEDFDA performance.

lines are set as 50 . Loss per distributed stage on the T-line are

defined as and assumed identical on both the gate

and drain paths. As Fig. 3(a) shows, loss on the T-line severely

degrades the power gain in an exponential manner. For example,

for a ten-stage SEDFDA, the power gain reduces from above

25 dB to below 0 dB as loss on the T-line increases from 0 to

2 dB/stage. It can also be observed that the impact of loss on

power gain becomes more severe as the number of stages

increases. This can be understood that as increases, the signal

needs to propagate through more lossy stages to the output, and

therefore, it experiences more degradation. As a result, there

exists an optimum for a specific value of loss in order to

achieve the highest power gain. This optimum decreases as

loss per stage increases. In other words, loss on the T-line limits

the maximum number of stages that can be implemented in the

SEDFDA.

The advantage of the SEDFDA over the conventional DA is

its improvement on power gain and efficiency. As (5) shows, an

ideal SEDFDA can improve power gain by 12 dB, and improves

the efficiency proportionally. However, as loss on the T-line in-

creases, this advantage gradually diminishes. Fig. 3(b) shows

the impact of T-line loss on the power gain improvement, which

is calculated by dividing the obtained power gain to the power

gain of a conventional DA with the same number of stages and

with an ideal T-line. As shown in Fig. 3(b), in the high loss re-

gion, the gain ratio decreases below 0 dB. This effect again be-

comes more severe as increases. In other words, loss on the

T-line again limits the maximum number of stages that can

be implemented in the DA. For example, with loss of 2 dB per

stage, the SEDFDA with a stage number above 2 can have no

advantage over the conventional topology (with an ideal T-line)

on power and efficiency performance.

Note that although identical loss is assumed on both gate and

drain lines here for easy simulation, a similar conclusion can be

drawn if divergent losses are used.

C. Effect of T-Line Phase Error on SEDFDA

As mentioned above, the performance of the SEDFDA is op-

timized when the phase shift in both gate and drain lines are

identical and is equal to . It is relatively

easy to keep identical phase shift in the gate and drain line, but

very difficult to maintain the phase shift to a fixed value. The

major reason is that phase shift in the T-line is often frequency

dependant. At 60 GHz and beyond, it is very expensive to im-

plement phase compensation with extra circuits, and the large

process variation further degrades the problem. Here we denote

the difference between actual phase shift and target value as

“phase error” and analyze its impact on the SEDFDA power

performance.

Recall that to obtain the conclusions in (4) and (5), the phase-

shift condition must be

satisfied, where and are the phase constants for T-lines.

The identical phase shift is relatively easier to

achieve and is assumed . Since we target a phase shift of ,

the phase error can then be represented as .

Fig. 4 shows the resulted simulation result with the same pa-

rameters used as in Fig. 3. The phase error per stage is swept

from 20 to 20 . As Fig. 4 shows, the power gain degrades

as phase error increases. Since phase error is normally propor-

tional to frequency shift, this gain drop determines the BW of

the SEDFDA. It also explains the tradeoff of SEDFDABWover

the conventional DA since the conventional topology only re-

quires identical phase shift in gate and drain lines, and therefore

has no such BW limitation.

It can be observed that again as the number of stages

increases, the power gain degradation by phase error becomes

more severe. As a result, phase error on the T-line also limits

the maximum number of stages that can be implemented in the

SEDFDA.

III. ZPS BY CRLH T-LINE

As discussed in Section II, both loss and phase error of the

T-line can degrade SEDFDA performance and also limit the

number of stages to be implemented. As will be shown in

Section IV, the value of affects the power-handling capability

of the proposed PA topology when using the SEDFDA. A T-line

that can achieve phase shift with low loss

and small phase error is thereby required. Unfortunately, a 0

phase shift cannot be obtained in nature when using the tradi-

tional T-line since its phase shift is proportional to a nonzero

length. As a result, a T-line is used instead at the PCB

level for SEDFDA design, which achieves a phase shift of 180 .

When implemented on chip, this T-line is very bulky and lossy.

What is more, its large phase shift means a small percentage
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Fig. 4. Effect of T-line phase error on SEDFDA performance.

change can lead to a large phase error, which severely limits the

BW. As a result, the traditional T-line approach is impractical

for on-chip implementation of the SEDFDA. Alternatively, as

frequency pushes to 60 GHz and beyond, those passive devices,

which were too bulky to be implemented on chip at lower fre-

quency, can now be designed with smaller value and more com-

pact size for feasible on-chip applications. In Section III-A, a

metamaterial-based T-line called the CRLH T-line is shown to

be able to achieve a real zero phase shift. Design considerations

for low loss and wideband implementation of the CRLH T-line

based ZPS are then discussed for the SEDFDA based on chip

PA design at 60 GHz.

A. CRLH T-Line Model

Metamaterial can be classified into two types: resonant type

[21] and nonresonant type [22]. For applications that require

wide BW, nonresonant type metamaterial is preferred [23]. Typ-

ically, it is realized as a left-handed T-line with capacitors con-

nected in series and inductors connected in parallel .

However, due to the unavoidable parasitic, which are normally

serial inductor and parallel capacitor , the resulted

T-line is actually a combination of the left-handed T-line and

normal right-handed (RH) T-line, and therefore is called the

CRLH T-line [22]. Due to the distributive nature of the T-line,

the one-unit cell has the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 5(a).

The circuit can be viewed as two resonators connected to-

gether. and form the serial resonator, while and

form the parallel resonator. Their impedance (admittance) can

be represented as and , respectively. Here, all components

are normalized to unit cell length. According

to T-line theory, the propagation constant and characteristic

impedance can be calculated as

(6)

(7)

where and are resonant frequencies for serial and parallel

resonators, respectively. In addition, and are the attenuation

constant and phase constant.

From (6), we can see that if the signal frequency is between

the two resonant frequencies

(8)

the signal does not propagate. The T-line operates in the

bandgap region.

The relationship between and frequency defines the disper-

sion diagram. Notice here a lossless system is assumed. If lossy

components are introduced, cannot stay 0 in the bandgap re-

gion, and can never become 0.

An example for an ideal CRLH T-line unit cell is plotted

in Fig. 5(b) with pH m , pH m ,

fF m , and fFm . The dotted line dis-

plays attenuation constant , and the solid line displays phase

constant . Notice should be negative below the bandgap re-

gion, and is mirrored to the positive side for better observation.

A negative (positive) phase constant is obtained in the left-hand

(and RH) region, where signal propagates backward (forward).

Two additional stopbands appear in the very low- and high-fre-

quency regions due to the CRLH T-line unit cell’s nature as a

band pass filter.

B. Design of ZPS by CRLH T-Line

For applications in the 60-GHz or millimeter-wave region,

the lumped capacitor and inductor to build a CRLH T-line struc-

ture are more compact and less lossy, and hence, feasible for

on-chip implementation in the CMOS process. More impor-

tantly, the CRLH T-line can easily achieve the zero phase shift

by combining the two phase shifts in opposite directions for:

1) the traditional RH T-line portion ( and ) and 2) the

left-handed metamaterial portion ( and ). Since its phase

shift does not depend on T-line physical length, a compact ZPS

design can be achieved with low loss.
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Fig. 5. CRLH T-line. (a) Equivalent circuit for T-line unit cell. (b) Operating
regions.

An intuitive method to design a CRLH T-line-based ZPS is

to bias the unit cell to operate in its bandgap region. According

to (8), when the operating frequency is in the bandgap region

( or ) the phase constant is

equal to 0 . In this case, signals passing through the

CRLH T-line will not have any phase advance or delay. In

other words, a zero phase shift is achieved. This condition,

however, assumes the impedance matching from the port to

T-line is always maintained. As (7) shows, the CRLH T-line’s

characteristic impedance is normally frequency depen-

dant, which affects the matching for the whole SEDFDA, and

therefore limits the actual BW that can be achieved for the zero

phase-shift region. A simple solution is to design equal to

. In this case, becomes frequency independent and is

only determined by and . Although the bandgap region

in this case reduces to one frequency point, according to Fig. 4,

as long as a small phase error is maintained, the SEDFDA

still shows an advantage over a conventional DA. Actually,

the frequency range within which the phase error causes gain

degradation less than 3 dB determines the 3-dB BW. The

design target thus becomes to maintain a small phase error

within a wide frequency range. In other words, a small phase

constant within a wide frequency range is required.

On the other hand, in a practical T-line model, the attenuation

constant takes all loss from parasitic into consideration and stays

positive in all regions. Therefore, to reduce T-line loss

as required in Section II, must be reduced as much as possible.

In summary, for the sake of a low-loss and wideband de-

sign of the SEDFDA, both the attenuation constant and phase

constant need to be kept small. Equation (6) gives the rela-

tion . Although the formula is developed

from a lossless system, the relation can be extended into a lossy

system. As a result, a large parallel inductor and a large

serial capacitor reduce both T-line loss and phase error.

To maintain the same serial and parallel resonant frequencies,

and thus the same operating frequency, a small parallel capac-

itor and a small serial inductor are required accord-

ingly. In practice, and are realized by parasitic and wire

connections to achieve maximized values for and .

IV. ZPS-BASED 2-D DISTRIBUTED POWER COMBINING FOR PA

Since low output power/PAE and narrowBW are two primary

design challenges for the CMOS PA at 60 GHz, this paper in-

troduces a new power-combining topology that can simultane-

ously improve the PA’s power efficiency and BW performance

with the minimum implementation expense such as area. One

straightforward approach is to merge power combining and dis-

tributed amplification together with a distributed topology to

improve BW, and with power combining to improve power per-

formance.

A. 2-D Distributed Power-Combining Topology

Since the design target is not for ultra-wideband solution,

an SEDFDA topology is selected for distributed amplification

with extra BW traded for better power performance. Multiple

SEDFDAs are then combined together. 0° power-combining

topology is selected for its simple structure and compact size.

Moreover, the CRLH T-line-based ZPS is implemented in both

the SEDFDA and 0° power combiner. In the SEDFDA, ZPS

helps to optimize all transistors’ power performance simultane-

ously, while in the 0° power combiner, the same ZPS provides

better control of phase shift, and thus helps to fulfill the strin-

gent phase requirement as mentioned in Section I with no extra

layout expense caused.

The resulted topology is shown in Fig. 6. By using the CRLH

T-line realized ZPS, a new 2-D distributed power-combining

network can be constructed. The CRLH unit cell can replace

the traditional T-line for in-phase distributed amplification

along the horizontal direction. The 0° power combiner can be

also realized by the CRLH unit cell for 0° power combining

along the vertical direction, where the distributed PA at last

stage is combined. When considering the 0° combiner as a par-

allel combiner, and the distributed PA as a serial combiner, then

the introduced circuit topology can be viewed as a 2-D dis-

tributed power-combining network for simultaneous distributed

amplification and power combining. Such a topology can be

further extended for phased-array applications by replacing the

ZPS with an array of tunable phase shifters.

The proposed topology can simultaneously improve power

and BW performance of the PA. For example, the PA power

performance can be viewed from two aspects: output power

per area area and output power per power consump-

tion (PAE). The 2-D power-combining network provides a high

density of transistor, and therefore improves area. The

SEDFDA implemented with the CRLHT-line-based ZPS trades
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Fig. 6. SEDFDA PA topology based on 2-D distributed power-combining net-
work with the use of CRLH ZPSs. [19].

extra BW with improved efficiency, thus improving PAE. As a

result, the power performance can be improved together with

BW performance.

Note that for a fixed transistor size, the total output power de-

pends on distributed stages and parallel combining branches

. Therefore, the power-handling ability of the proposed PA

partially depends on distributed stage number , which is

limited by T-line loss and phase error, as mentioned in the

Section II.

B. Design Optimization of ZPS-Based Power Combining

A detailed design consideration can be viewed in Fig. 7. With

BW performance fulfilled with distributed nature of the pro-

posed topology, the PAE and area become two major tar-

gets during PA design. By knowing the application for the PA,

the proper PA class can then be selected. Together with the se-

lected technology, optimization, PAE and area

requirement, and layout skills, the sizing and biasing of the tran-

sistors can be initially determined.

However, the interdependency between parameters calls for

certain design iterations. There are mainly three considerations

shown in the diagram that may require design iterations.

1) To improve the power density performance area ,

large size is preferred for transistors. However, large tran-

sistor size brings large parasitic components, which are the

major contribution for and in ZPS design. As stated

in Section III, this leads to small and to maintain the

same operating frequency, which, in turn, causes high loss

and narrow BW for the designed ZPS. As a result, the PAE

is degraded. A compromise therefore needs to be made be-

tween area and the PAE.

2) DC bias of transistors determines PA operating class.

Both and PAE performances for a single transistor

is also determined by the bias. However, dc bias of tran-

sistors affects ZPS design through its optimized load

line impedance. As shown in the diagram, given dc bias,

for optimized performance of all transistors, the load line

Fig. 7. Design consideration for the proposed 2-D distributed power-com-
bining network.

impedance is determined, which, in turn, determines

the characteristic impedance of the drain line .

As stated in Section III, is preferred for opti-

mized ZPS performance, which leads to a characteristic

impedance of according to

(7). However, the actual parasitic reactance from transis-

tors ( and ) is unlikely to follow the above relation

for and . As a result, the size of or needs to

be over-designed to generate wanted . Again, high loss

and narrow BW are caused for the designed ZPS, which

degrades the PAE performance. In summary, the PAE is af-

fected by both transistor dc bias and ZPS performance, and

a compromise needs to be made between these two parts.

3) The parallel combining topology not only affects

area and PAE performances directly through its

efficiency, but also affects them indirectly through the

output matching. As stated in (4), with a fixed load line

impedance , the characteristic impedance for the drain

line is , where is the distributed stages.

Assuming DAs are combined in parallel, the output

impedance can be calculated as if the

for all DAs are combined in parallel, which is the case

for 0° power combiner.

Though the combiner has the benefit of merging part of

the DA design into itself with reduced loss, a large com-

bining network (large ) may lead to very small output

impedance and degrade the whole PA performance. In this

case, other combining topologies, which can combine the

for all DAs in serial, may be used, which generates

output impedance of instead, thus re-

laxing the stress on output matching. This is the case for

DAT combiners.

In summary, selections and design iterations may be made to

choose the most suitable power-combining topology. Note that
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Fig. 8. CRLH T-line-based ZPS unit cell. (a) Schematic. (b) Layout.

a 0° power combiner is selected in both Fig. 6 and experiments

for demonstration with a small 2 2 combining network.

V. 60-GHz PA CIRCUIT WITH 2-D

DISTRIBUTED POWER COMBINING

The ZPS unit cell and 60-GHz PA prototype with proposed

2-D distributed power combining are implemented in a UMC

65-nm logic and mixed-mode low leakage low-K CMOS

process with six metal layers (one thick metal layer). The

circuit is designed and verified by electromagnetic (EM) simu-

lation (ADS Momentum) before fabrication.

A. ZPS Design

As shown in Fig. 8(a), a unit cell for the CRLH T-line can be

constructed by combining a series capacitor with a parallel

inductor . The RH part of the CRLH T-line comes from

the coplanar waveguide (CPW) T-line that connects unit cells,

and parasitic capacitance between the unit cells and ground.

Fig. 8(b) shows the layout version of this unit cell, where

is a spiral inductor formed by the top metal layer (M6). The

thick metal ring around serves as ground to improve iso-

lation between unit cells and to form a better distribution of

ground, as described in [24]. is a metal–oxide–metal (MOM)

capacitor constructed with multiple metal layers (M4–M6) in

an inter-digit manner for better quality factor at 60-GHz range.

Notice the two grounds of CPW are connected by metal 1 (M1)

below, and the size of M1 can be adjusted to tune the total par-

allel capacitance to ground.

To characterize the performance of the CRLH T-line-based

ZPS, one ZPS unit cell is fabricated alongwith a open-short-thru

de-embedding structure. is implemented with inductance of

220 pH and factor of 13.4 at 70 GHz. is implemented with

capacitance of 150 fF and factor of 19 at 70 GHz.

B. 60-GHz PA Design

With ZPS designed and characterized, the proposed 2-D

distributed power-combining network is further implemented

in a PA for demonstration. As shown in Fig. 9, a two-stage

PA is designed with a single transistor in the first stage as

driver; and a 2 2 distributed power-combining array in the

second stage, which has two power-combining branches and

each branch has a two-stage SEDFDA. All transistors are in

single-ended common-source topology with transistor size

of 64 1 m 60 nm. With a biasing current of 22 mA, the

simulated is 172 GHz. The parasitic capacitances from

Fig. 9. Schematic of two-stage PA with a 2 2 distributed power-combining
network [19].

transistor gate and drain are absorbed during the ZPS design

to realize the distributed amplification. As a result, the shunt

inductor in Fig. 8(b) is resized to a single loop. Notice the

size of in the gate line is smaller than in the drain line due

to a larger parasitic capacitance at the transistor gate.

The two power combiners implemented in the second stage

only have two branches, mainly due to the limitation of the

tape-out area. More branches can be used to enhance the power

performance. Moreover, CPW T-lines are used as parallel in-

ductors for matching and dc biasing at the same time, therefore

no additional biasing circuit is required.

VI. SIMULATION ANDMEASUREMENT RESULTS

Circuit simulation is done in both Cadence and ADS. The

chip is measured on a CASCADE Microtech Elite-300 probe

station and Agilent PNA-X (N5247A) with frequency sweep up

to 110 GHz. Measurement for PA power performance is done at

the center frequency (52 GHz) with pads de-embedded.

A. Results of CTLH T-Line-Based ZPS

The simulated and measured -parameters for the CRLH

T-line-based ZPS are shown in Fig. 10, and are compared with

the measured results of the conventional T-line. According

to Fig. 10(a), the fabricated CRLH unit cell achieves a 30-GHz

BW (57 87 GHz) for a phase error less than 10 , which

is four times wider than the 7-GHz BW (67 74 GHz) for

the T-line. The measured results agree well with EM

simulation with a frequency shift-down of 4 GHz. According

to Fig. 10(b), the return loss is greater than 14 dB for the entire

near-zero phase-shift region, indicating 50- characteristic

impedance. The worst case insertion loss is kept below 1.2 dB,

which is three times smaller than the T-line. There is a

0.8-dB deviation from EM simulation for insertion loss, which

is due to inaccurate substrate parameters.

Moreover, measurement demonstrated a low-loss ( 1.2 dB)

wideband (30 GHz) performance for the proposed CRLH

T-line-based ZPS, which proves the feasibility for metama-

terial application for CMOS designs in the millimeter-wave

region. Compared with the traditional T-line, four times

wider frequency band and three times less loss are achieved

with 11 times reduction of physical length (86 m).
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Fig. 10. Simulated and measured -parameters for unit cell of CRLH T-line-
based ZPS. Both: (a) phase and (b) loss performances are compared with mea-
sured results for conventional T-line.

Note that to observe the left-handed property, its phase shift

and effective phase constant can be obtained from -parameters

[25]. Following is the formula used:

(9)

where is the physical length of unit cell and is the

propagation constant. For this design, is equal to 86 m.

From Fig. 11(a), we can see and phase of overlap

with each other, which is justified by that fact that phase shift

of the unit cell is approximately equal to the product of phase

velocity and unit cell length under impedance match.

A small within a wide frequency range therefore leads to a

wideband performance.

The dispersion diagram is plotted in Fig. 11(b), where the

phase constant is obtained by dividing the phase shift

to unit cell physical length . Notice absolute value of

is taken for easier observation. A fall-down curve for

is observed below the zero phase-shift region, indicating the

left-handed region. Above the zero phase-shift region is the

RH region, where becomes positive and keeps rising. The

low-pass stopband and high-pass stopband are located around

dc and very high frequency, respectively, and are not shown in

the plot.

B. Results of 60-GHz PA With 2-D Power Combining

Fig. 12 shows the simulated and measured -parameters.

An open-short de-embedding was performed to obtain the

results. From simulation, the maximum gain is at 56.3 GHz

with 11.3 dB. A 3-dB BW of 21 GHz is achieved (40.3 GHz

Fig. 11. Characterization of CRLH unit cell. (a) ZPS performance. (b) Propa-
gation constant.

Fig. 12. Simulated and measured -parameters of PA under 1.2-V supply [19].

61.7 GHz). At 60 GHz, a 9.8-dB gain is obtained. The

measured gain, on the other hand, has a peak value of 8.3 dB at

52 GHz. The 3-dB BW is 16 GHz (44–60 GHz). Compared with

simulation, the center frequency is not shifted much, but power

gain drops 3 dB and BW shrinks 5 GHz. Output matching

confirms with the simulation while degradation occurs at the

input matching. This input mismatch may be due to lack of

device modeling, and can be used to justify the reduction of

power gain.
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Fig. 13. Reverse isolation and stability of PA under 1.2-V supply.

Fig. 14. Measured power and PAE of PA at 52 GHz under 1.2-V supply [19].

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF STATE-OF-ART TWO-STAGE 60-GHz CMOS PAs

The measured reverse isolation and stability for the PA are

shown in Fig. 13. The circuit is unconditionally stable from dc

to 110 GHz, with reverse isolation better than 25 dB over the

entire range. In addition, Fig. 14 shows the measured power

performance at center frequency (52 GHz). With 1.2-V supply,

P1 dB of 9.7 dBm and of 11 dBm are achieved. PAE drops

to 7.1%. Note that both PAE and output power are limited by the

number of power-combining branches and distributed stages,

and can be further improved when a larger 2-D power-com-

bining network is employed. Table I summarizes the presented

work with comparison to the state-of-art two-stage CMOS PAs

at 60 GHz. Comparison shows that the proposed PA can achieve

the state-of-art performance for all figures of merit (FOMs).

Moreover, Fig. 15 shows the chip micrograph. Including

pads, the PA occupies an area of 0.39 mm , which is quite

compact when compared to the traditional design with the use

Fig. 15. Die micrograph with block illustrations [19].

of the T-line. Note that the upper part of the photograph is the

60-GHz PA with a 2 2 power-combining network. The lower

part of the photograph is the de-embedding structures used to

characterize the CRLH T-line-based ZPS.

In summary, the presented simulation and measurement

results have demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed 2-D

distributed power combining as well as the implementation of

metamaterial in the millimeter-wave region by a 65-nm CMOS

process.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, one type of metamaterial, the CRLH T-line, has

been utilized to design ZPS, and is further applied for on-chip

PA design at 60 GHz in a 65-nm CMOS. Based on the detailed

design consideration of ZPS and its application for distributed

amplifier design (SEDFDA), a novel 2-D power-combining

topology is introduced to leverage both serial power combining

from an SEDFDA and also parallel power combining from

a 0° power combiner. The new power-combining topology

can provide distributed amplification and power combining

simultaneously to improve output power and also to extend

BW for a 60-GHz PA with the minimum implementation area.

One PA prototype is fabricated in a UMC standard 65-nm

CMOS process. Measurement results show 0.39 mm area,

8.3-dB gain, 7.1% PAE, and 9.7-dBm P1 dB with 16-GHz

BW (44–60 GHz), which demonstrates the feasibility of the

proposed 2-D distributed power combining, as well as the

implementation of metamaterial at the millimeter-wave region

in a 65-nm CMOS process.
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